Fit TRACKER, the UK’s
market-leading Stolen
Vehicle Recovery System

Opportunity
to earn up to

£120

TRACKER and Open GI, working
together to earn more from
your motor add-on
Open GI has teamed up with TRACKER, providers of market leading stolen vehicle
recovery systems to offer your customers a great deal on their Thatcham approved
TRACKER Monitor product.
TRACKER Monitor is a small tracking device which is hidden in their cars by a TRACKER
approved engineer. Once activated, TRACKER Monitor allows their vehicle to be
tracked if it’s stolen.

How does TRACKER Monitor work?

» Step 1 – Notify

» Step 4 – Secure

If a vehicle is stolen without its ignition turned
on, TRACKER Monitor will alert TRACKER who will
in turn notify you of a possible theft

Once located, TRACKER will send a uniformed
guard to wait with your vehicle anywhere in
mainland Great Britain (terms and conditions apply)

» Step 2 – Activate

» Step 5 – Recover

Once you contact the police and confirm to
TRACKER that your vehicle has been stolen,
TRACKER will activate your unit

TRACKER will arrange for the recovery company to
return your vehicle to you anywhere in mainland
Great Britain (terms and conditions apply)

» Step 3 – Track

» Tracking in Europe

Police cars and helicopters can track the stolen
vehicle using their onboard tracking computers,
even if the vehicle is hidden in a garage,
container or underground car park

TRACKER Monitor provides tracking throughout
the UK, France, Spain, Poland, Italy, Holland and
Luxembourg

TRACKER is the only tracking system operated by all the UK’s police forces and has so far, helped the
police recover over 21,330 stolen vehicles worth more than £461 million and make over 2,200 arrests.

£288 inc. unit installation and
1 year subscription ex. VAT
To find out more,
call TRACKER on

0500 09 09 09
quoting “Open GI”
Offer valid until 31st December 2013

